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AGI B.
Agi was born in 1932 in Budapest, Hungary. Her father owned a wholesale business, and Agi attended an English 

school with one hour of Jewish studies every day. She had a younger sister, and belonged to a close family.

In March 1944, German soldiers occupied Budapest, and Agi’s family was forced out of their home and into designated 

apartment blocks co-occupied by gentile families who were permitted to stay. When Agi’s mother and father were 

both taken to labour camps, the sisters were left to look after themselves. The gentile landlady of the building gave 

them food and woke them when they needed to go to the bomb shelters. 

After escaping during a forced march to Germany, Agi’s father returned in the early fall, and her mother appeared 

just a few hours later —  having escaped. The entire family went into hiding in the apartment building. In October 

1944, there was a change of government and all the Jews were forced to move into the ghetto. A neighbour obtained 

Swedish visas for Agi’s family, and they moved into a building under Swedish protection. 

That November, the Germans deported everyone from the building, but Agi’s father convinced a soldier that the family 

was too sick to be moved. Twenty-nine hundred people were deported that day. After the city was liberated by Russian 

troops, Agi’s family moved back to the last apartment they had lived in. Their original apartment had been taken over 

by gentile people who refused to vacate it. 

In 1946, Agi, her mother and her sister escaped to Austria to live with an aunt. After some time, they returned to 

Hungary where Agi’s father had established a business. In 1956, Agi met her husband, who was determined to leave 

Hungary after the Revolution broke out in October. In December 1956, her entire family escaped. After seven months 

in Austria, they obtained visas to Canada. She and her husband had two children. 


